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Abstract

A smoothing spline is a nonparametric estimate that is defined as the solution to a
minimization problem. Because of the form of this definition it is most convenient to represent
a spline estimate relative to an orthonormal set of basis functions. One problem with this
representation is that it obscures the fact that a smoothing spline, like most other
nonparametric estimates, is a local, weighted average of the observed data. This property has
been used extensively to study the limiting properties of kernel estimates and it is
advantageous to apply similar techniques to spline estimates. Although equivalent kernels
have been identified for a sdi.oothing spline these functions are either not accurate enough for
asymptotic approximations or are restricted to equally spaced points. Rather than improve
these approximations, this work concentrates on bounding the size of the kernel function. It is
shown that the absolute value of the equivalent kernel decreases exponentially away from its
center.

This bound is used to derive the asymptotic form for the pointwise bias of a first order
smoothing spline estimate. The pointwise bias has the usual form that would be expected for
a second order kernel estimate with a variable bandwidth.

Another potential application of this bound is in establishing the consistency of a spline
estimate uniformly with respect to the smoothing parameter. Such results are important for
studying data-based methods for selecting the smoothing parameter.
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Section 1 Introduction

The basic model considered in nonparametric regression is

(1.1 ) Z. = O(t.) + E., 1~ i~n,
1 1 1

where ~ is an observation vector depending on a smooth function 0, observation points,

O=t1~t2 ... ~tn = 1 and errors, Ei' that are assumed to be independent, have mean zero and

have common variance rr 2
• A statistical problem that is posed by this model is to estimate 0

without having to assume a parametric form for this function.

One class of estimators that has been studied extensively consists of weighted local

averages of the observations where the weights are specified by a kernel function. For example

the kernel estimate attributed to Nadaryra (1964) and Watson (1964) has the form:

(1.2)

where

(1.3)

. 1 n
O(t)=n E w(t,t.) Z. ,

. 1 J JJ=

The function K is assumed to be continuous, to be symmetric about zero and to integrate to

one. The bandwidth parameter, h, controls the relative weight given to observations as a

function of their distance from t. Determining a suitable value for this free parameter

objectively from the data is an important practical issue. The reader is referred to (EUbank

1988, HardIe, Hall and Marron 1988) for background on this important topic.

It is easy to study the theoretical properties of kernel estimators because the estimate

is an explicit function of the observations and the weight function, w( .,.), has a simple form.

The formulation of the kernel estimate, however, constrains it to local operations on the data.

This restriction may make it difficult to apply kernel methods to more complicated

observational models than (1.1). An alternative to kernel estimators are those based on

maximizing a penalized likelihood. For example, under the assumption that the distribution of

the errors may be approximated by a normal distribution, one has the log likelihood

Furthermore we will assume that
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m (m-1) . (m)
OEW2 [0,1]={0: 0, ... , 0 absolutely contmuous, 0 EL2[0,1]}

and take as a roughness penalty

J(O)= J (O(m))2dt .
[0,1)

For 6>0 and we have the penalized log likelihood

(1.4) L(~10,0")- 6J (0).

A maximum penalized likelihood estimate (MPLE) is the function that maximizes (1.4) for all

OEW~[O,l]. This approach has the advantage of being very flexible in adapting to more

complicated models but one problem is that the estimate is defined implicitly. See Nychka et

al. (1983), O'Sullivan, Yandell and Raynor (1985) and Silverman (1985) for some examples of

applications of splines to observational models that differ from (1.1).

The MPLE just described actually takes the form of an mth order smoothing spline.

Multiplying (1.4) by -l/n and setting >..=6/n one may define the MPLE, 0>'" as the

minimizer of

(1.5)

over all eEW2[0,1].

Although the MPLE is a linear function of the observations, and, thus can be written in the

same form as (1.2), the weight functions do not have a closed form. The work of Silverman

(1984) and Messer (1989) identify a kernel that will approximate weight functions but these

results are limited. Although Silverman's approximation provides excellent intuition about

how a spline estimate weights the data relative to the distribution of the observation points, it

is not accurate enough for establishing asymptotic properties. Messer's Fourier analysis gives

a high order approximation to w(.,.) but depends on {tk} being equally spaced. This article

takes a slightly different approach than these authors. Besides characterizing the form of

w(s,t), bounds are given on how these weights decrease as It-rl increases. Such bounds are

useful for analyzing the asymptotic properties of the estimate and more will be said about this

below.

The main result of this article will be stated. Let Fn denote the empirical distribution

function for {t.} l<'<n ,let F be a distribution function with a continuous and strictly
J _J_

positive density function f on [0,1] and let
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Dn = sup IFn-FI.
tE[O,l]

Following the work of Cox (1983,1984b), the weight function for an mth order spline estimate

can be approximated by a Green's function to a particular 2mth order differential equation.

This integral kernel will be denoted by G>. (t,r) (see (2.5) for a complete definition of this

Green's function). The following assumption is the key to our approximation.

Assumption A Let p=>.1/2m. There are positive constants 0:, €, K< 00 such that for all

t,r E [0,1]

(1.6)

(1.7)

If s:;ft then

(1.8)

2
Either a~arG>.(t,r) exits for s=t in which case (1.8) holds

or for all hECo[O,l]

(1.9) it J (trG>.(t,r))h(r)dr <
[0,1]

Theorem 1.1
112m 2+€

Let p= >. and Dn = 4KDn / P . Under Assumption A, if Dn <1 and p< 0:

and -o:lt-t·1 / p
e J ,
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uniformly over t,t. E[O,l] .
J

The proof for this theorem is given in Section 3. One attractive feature of this result

is that this bound is not asymptotic and holds exactly for finite sample sizes. The only

requirement is that the sizes of the equivalent bandwidth, p, and D n must be balanced such

that bn <l and p<a.

Assumption A of this theorem places certain restrictions on how G A and its derivatives

must decrease as It-rl increases. In this article we show that this assumption holds for m=l,

and any (>0 when f has a continuous derivative. For the more interesting case of cubic

smoothing splines (m=2), when F is a uniform distribution Assumption A holds with (=0 and

a=1. Our same proof strategy can also be used to extend this result to more general densities

(see the remarks at the end of Section 5) but a rigorous proof is beyond the scope of this

article. In general we conjecture that Assumption A will hold for all m and a wide class of

design densities. It is for this reason that Theorem 1.1 has been phrased in terms of this more

general assumption rather our specific results for the cases when m=1,2.

One application of Theorem 1.1 is to derive an asymptotic form for the bias of a spline

estimate. To our knowledge this is the first characterization of the pointwise bias of a

smoothing spline estimate.

Theorem 1.2 Assume that 8nA is a first order (m=l) smoothing spline estimate and assume that

Dn =O(n- 1). Suppose that OEC2[0,1] and satisfies the Holder condition:

Choose 60>0,

(1.10)

then

(1.11)

-1/2
An "'n log(n) and An-+ 0 as n-+ 00.

E 8nA (t) - O(t) = (A/f(t))O(2)(t) + O(A)

uniformly for ~E [~n,An] as n-oo and tE[A, 1-60] such that O(2)(t):;t0.

This form is similar to what one would expect for a positive kernel estimate ( Silverman 1984,

Section 3). By identifying an equivalent bandwidth with ~A/f(t) one may see that the spline

estimate actually varies the amount of smoothing according to the local density of the
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observations.

A potential application of Theorem 1.1 is in analyzing the convergence of this estimator
. thuniformly with respect to the smoothing parameter. For example, suppose () A is an m order

smoothing spline estimate and let

1 n • 2
WASE(A)= IT I: w(t.)((}(t·)-(}A(t.))

j=l J J J

denote the weighted average squared error (WASE) for w~O. One basic problem in

nonparametric regression is to prove that under suitable conditions on An and An,

(1.12) I
WASE(A)- EWASE(A)I p

sup EWASE(A) -+ 0 as n-+oo.
AE[An,AnJ

The work in Speckman (1982), Li (1986), and Cox (1984b) consider this problem in the

context of demonstrating that the smoothing parameter chosen by generalized cross-validation

yields an asymptotically optimal procedure for choosing A. Speckman and Li require the

stringent assumption that the errors follow a normal distribution. Cox's work has weakened

this assumption by first developing a Gaussian approximation to the spline estimate and then

applying the theory developed for cross-validation under the assumption of normality. This

work is limited, however, to the situation where w=:1.

Readers familiar with the asymptotic theory for kernel estimators ( Marron and

Hardie, 1985, 1986) will note that it is not necessary to develop a Gaussian approximation to

the estimate as an intermediate step in order to prove (1.12). Instead one relies on the local

averaging property of these estimators (see for example the condition stated at (3.2), Marron

and Hardie, 1986) and the existence of higher moments of the error distribution. One reason

for developing the bounds in Theorem 1.1 was to apply these simpler strategies from the work

on kernel estimates to splines. Also, this approach would lend itself to consider general weight

functions for the WASE. In doing do so one could then handle the important case of cross

validation restricted to an interior interval or study the properties of local cross-validation.

The remainder of this article will be outlined. The next section reviews Cox's

representation of a spline estimate and contrasts this form with an expansion using an

orthogonal basis. Section 3 gives a proof of Theorem 1.1 and Section 4 gives a proof of

Theorem 1.2.

The most difficult part of this analysis is characterizing a Green's function that

corresponds to a 2mth order differential equation. Section 5 discusses these functions and
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derives an explicit formula for the case m=1 for uniform densities. The more important case

when m=2 can be computed using symbol manipulation software and a program for

computing the Green's function using MACSYMA is included in an appendix. Section 5 also

contains a proof that verifies Assumption A for first order splines. One interesting side result

from this proof is an approximation to the general Green's function using the uniform Green's

function and a rescaling of the independent variable that locally is proportional to 1/{f.

Section 2 Representations of a smoothing spline estimate

Although smoothing splines are often represented using an orthogonal decomposition

the equivalent kernel representation is based on a slightly different viewpoint. This section

contrasts these two representations and explains some problems working with the orthogonal

expansion.

One way of solving the spline minimization problem is via an orthogonal decomposition

that simultaneously diagonalizes the mean residual sum of squares and the roughness penalty.

Using the theory for reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces there is a set of functions {4>vn}l<v<n

~ W~[O,I] with the property that the solution to (1.5) is contained in the linear subspace

spanned by {4>vnh~v~n (Eubank 1988). Furthermore, the Demmler-Reinsch basis may be

chosen to satisfy the orthogonality relations:

(2.1)

(2.2)

1 n
ii L 4>vn (tk ) 4>jJn (tk ) 6vjJ

k=1

J[O,I] 4>~~(t)4>~~(t) dt 'Yvn 6vjJ 0<", <'" <'"
- I In - I 2n ... - 'nn

where 6vjJ is Kronecker's delta.

Thus, the spline estimate will have the explicit form

n
BA(t)= L av 4>vn(t),

v=1

and by (2.1) and (2.2)
n

(2.3) 1. (L av 4>vn)=
v=1

where Zv= ft £; 4>vn (tk ) Zk' Minimizing (2.2) over Q' E IRn gives
k=1
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and thus
n

• '"' ZvBA(t)= L l+A ¢lvn(t).
v=l /vn

Note that with this representation there is also a simple expression for the average squared

error
1 n • 2

ASE(A)= Ii L (B(t.)-BA(t.))
j=l J J

~ [zv * J2L.J ::--......=--- - Bvn
v=l l+A,vn

Thus, we have an appealing decomposition of the expected ASE into the usual two parts: the

average squared bias and the average variance.

EASE(A) = A2 f: [ /vn Btn]2 + u2 In f: 1
=1 l+A,vn v=ll+A,vn

It is difficult, however to work wit'h norms other than the two that are diagonalized by this

basis. For example, consider weighted average squared error. For most interesting choices of

w it is not possible to get a simple expression for this error criterion in terms of A and lUi..
Also, it should be noted that except in the case of periodic splines the Demmler-Reinsch basis

can not be written down explicitly. Therefore, even though one can make the identification

(2.4)
n ¢lvn(t)¢lvn(t)

w(t,t
J
.) = L

v=l l+A,vn

this does not lead to useful methods for studying a spline's asymptotic properties.

Another way of characterizing the solution to (1.5) is to examine the functional

equations obtained from setting the functional derivative equal to zero. A necessary and

sufficient condition for iJ A to be a solution is that

for all h in a dense set of W~[O,ll (Cox 1983). One way of characterizing w( . ,tj ) is to note

that this function is actually the smoothing spline estimate applied to the "data": Zk =n for

j=k and Zk=O otherwise. To simplify notation let w/t)= w(t,tj ) thus we have
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1 n (m) (m)
Ii L: w.(tk»h(tk ) + >.J w· h dt - h(t.) = 0

k=l J [0,1) J J

or
(m) (m)

J w. h dFn + >.J w. h dt - h(t.) = 0
[0,1) J [0,1) J J

for l~j~n.

The solution to this functional equation is given by Cox (1983,1984). Let G>.(t,r) be the

Green's function for the differential operator >.( - n2)m + f with domain

(2.5)
(II) (II)

GJJ m ={hEC2m [0,1]: h (O)=h (1)=0 for m~II~2m-1}.

(It should be noted that G>. defined here differs from Cox's Green's function by the factor

f(tj ) ).

To simplify notation let gj(t)=G>.(t,t/ Thinking of G>. as an integral kernel one can

define the integral operator:

(2.6)

and

(2.7)
00 II

w.(t) = g.(t) + L: R >.(g.)(t).
J J 11=1 n J

(See the remarks at the end of Section 3 for a justification of this expansion.)

The leading term in (2.7), G >. (t,t), does not depend on the empirical distribution of

{tj }. The other terms in the infinite sum can be interpreted as corrections to this asymptotic

expression based on the difference between F and F n. Most of the asymptotic theory for

splines is based on showing that these correction terms are in some sense negligible. If {t.} are
J

equally spaced then these higher order corrections may be calculated using Fourier methods

and this is one way of interpreting the analysis in Messer (1989).

Section 3 Assumptions, Preliminary Lemmas and the Proof of Theorem 1.1

Perhaps the most important property used to prove Theorem 1.1 is that bounds on the

Green's function and its partial derivatives can be expressed in terms of a double exponential

kernel. The basic idea behind the proof is elementary. Under the assumption that F n is
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sufficiently close to F, an inductive argument will show that bounds on R~A(gj) may be

inferred from bounds on gj" This result in turn implies a similar bound on the infinite sum at

(2.7).

For clarity we repeat the other key hypotheses in Theorem 1.1 .

Assumption B 2+ip'5,a and 8n =4KDn l p <1

The following two lemmas will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

3 L I( ) J
-als-rll p -alt-rllP

dLemma .1 et t,r,p = e r.
[0,1]

If p<a then

I(t,r,p)'5,2 e -alt-rll P, for t,r E [0,1].

and
-alt-rll p

I(t,r,p)'5,(M+l/a)p e , for It-rl'5,pM.

Proof Assume without loss of generality that O~s~t'5,1. Then

-alt-rl I p
I(t,r,p)= [t-s] e

_ (p/2a) e -als+tll p + (p/2a) e -aI2-t-rll p

By assumption p~ a and if w= mine u+v, 2-u+v) then e -alwll P~ e -alu-vl/ p. The

bound now follows. The second conclusion is proved using similar arguments.D

Lemma 3.2 Under Assumptions A and B, for all 1/>0,

(3.1)

(3.2)

IR~A(g)l< (<5 n ) 1/ (K/ /+i) e-alt-tjll P

IgtR~A(g)l< (<5n ) I/(K/ p2+i
) e-alt-tjl/ p

uniformly for t, tj E [0,1].

Proof By Assumption A, (3.1) and (3.2) both hold when 1/=0. Suppose that (3.1) and (3.2)
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hold for some II=JJ then it will be shown that these inequalities must also hold for II=JJ+l.

Integrating by parts,

From the first part of Lemma 3.1,

:$;(8n ) JJ(4D n KI i+f ) (KI p1+f) e -o:lt-tjll p.

Thus (3.1) must hold for II=JJ+l. If the mixed partial for GA exists for t=T then a similar

argument is used to establish the induction hypothesis at (3.2). If (1.9) holds, however, then

there is a slight difference in the proof.

(3.3) lit R~~\gj)(t)l:$; Iit /)tTGA(t,T)) h(T)dTI +

sup IF(T)-Fn(T)1 J IGA(t,T) (00 RJJA(g·)(T))ldT
Tf[O,l) [0,1] T n J

where h( T)= (F(T)-Fn( T)) R~A(g)( T). The first term of the LHS of this inequality can be

bounded by using the conditions at (1.9) and (3.1) and the applying Lemma 3.1. The second

term is handled using the same arguments as those given above. 0

Proof of Theorem 1.1
00

(3.4) Iw/t)1 :$; Ig/t)1 +1I~lIR~A(g)(t)1
and by Lemma 3.2

:$; [1 +11~/4KDn i p2+ft}KI p1+f) e -o:lt-tjll p

:$; [1 + 8n /(1-8n)J(KI/+f ) e -o:Jt-tjll p
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The second part of the theorem is proved by considering only the second term on the RHS at

(3.4). 0

This result is also a justification for the convergence of the infinite sum at (2.7) because it has

been shown that supIR~A(g)l< wVM with M<oo and w<1.

Section 4 Asymptotic form for the bias

This section proves Theorem 1.2. Although the conclusion of this theorem is specific to

first order splines most of the proof does not depend on this restriction. In fact proving the

more general result:

E 0nA(t) - O(t) = (A/f(t))O(2m)(t) + O(A)

where p= AI
/

2m , 0nA is an m th order smoothing spline and O(2m) satisfies the Holder condition

only depends on verifying Assumption A. For this reason, most of the discussion in this section

considers a general m.

First a lemma will be given that will be needed in the proof. To gain some insight into

the asymptotic approximation of the Green's function to w(.,.) the reader should compare the

representation of G A at (4.2) to (2.4).

Lemma 4.1 Let GA be the Green's function defined in Section 2. Suppose that gEG]m and

furthermore

(4.1) I (2m) (2m) I p
g (s)-g (t) ~Mlt-TI for some P>O and M<oo,

then
d2m (2m)
-2- J GA(t,T) g(T)dF(T) -+ (_l)mg (t)
dt m [0,1]

as A-+o.

uniformly for tE [0,1].

Proof From the discussion in Section 2, Cox (1988) there exists a basis {4>v} for W 2[O,1] such

that
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and

1 (m) (m) m
[0,1] ¢11 ¢J.L dt = (-1) III OIlJ.L

Moreover,

(4.2)

and

Thus we see that ¢11 E".Dm and in fact, by induction ¢IIECoo[O,l]. Integrating parts and

applying the boundary conditions from the definition of ".Dm ,

1 (m) (m) m 1 (2m)
[0,1] ¢11 ¢J.L dt=( -1) [0,1] ¢1I¢J.L dt.

Using the orthogonality relations and the fact that these functions are a basis for W2[0,1], it
(2m) m

must follow that ¢11 = (-1) III¢W

For gEW2[0,1] we have the representation

(4.3) g= I: CIl¢1I where Cll= 1[0 1] g¢lIdF.
11=1 '

Moreover, because of the condition at (4.1), and the boundary conditions for gE".Dm , the

partial sums of this series expansion will actually converge to g in a norm that is stronger than

the one for C2m[0,1]. Specifically with respect to the scale of norms
2 00 2 P

Ilgllp = 2: CIl(1+ Ill)
11=1

(4.3) is convergent for all p< 2+ 112m + /3/2m. We will also use the fact that this

interpolation norm dominates supremum norm for p> 112m. The reader is referred to Cox

1988, Section 3 for a rigorous development of these norms and the related function spaces.

Thus, it follows that

(4.4)

and

d2m 00
-2-g(t) = L: CIlIIl¢II(t)
dt m 11=1
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t/J(t)= ~~:[(-1)mg(t) - 1[0,1] G ,\(t,r)g( r)dF(r)]

= f: cV (1:'{, )tPv(t)
v=1 v

Now choose J-t such 1/2m < J-t-2 <1/2m+ /3/2m. It follows that

Since J-t-2 > 1/2m there is an M <00 that does not depend on t/J such that suplt/JI < M 11t/J11;_2

and thus by (4.4), suplt/JI= 0(,\2) as '\-+00. 0

We now consider the approximation to the pointwise bias of a smoothing spline.
- 1 n

E () ,(t)-()(t) = IT E w(t,t.)()(t.) - ()(t)
nA . 1 J J

J=

=( J G,\(t,r) ()(r)dF(r) -()(t»)
[0,11

+ J rn,\(t,r)()(r)dFn(r) + J G,\(t,r)()(r)d(Fn-F)(r)
[0,11 [0,1]

where w(t,t.)= G,(t,t.) + r ,(t,t.).
J A J nA J

It will be convenient to refer to the three terms of (4.5) as

b,\(t) + R 1 + R2
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will consist of showing that b,\ (s) converges to the functional form

stated in the theorem while R1 and R2 are o(b,\ (t» uniformly over the specified ranges for ,\

and t.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 First, assume that () satisfies the natural boundary conditions in (2.5)

and let g(t)= J G,\(t,r) ()(r)dF(r). By the definition of the Green's function
[0,1]

,\( _1)m 2
so b,\(t)= g(t)-()(t) = f(t) D mg. From Lemma 4.1 it now follows that
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(4.5)

as n-+oo.

uniformly for tE[O,I] as >. -+ O.

We now deal with the case when 0 does not satisfy the natural boundary conditions.

Let 7f denote a function that agrees with 0 on [t!:./2, I-t!:./2 ] but has been modified outside

this interval so as to satisfy the natural boundary conditions.

Using the exponential bounds on G>., and the suplo- 7fkoo, the second term will be O(

e -at!:./2p I pl+f)= 0(>') uniformly for tE[t!:.,I-t!:.] as >'-+00. (4.5) now holds for this version

of 0 and for t in this subinterval.

From the second assertion of Theorem 1.1,

[
b ] -alt-rll p< sUPIO(r)f(r)1 1 _ nb J (K-y(r)1 p)e dr

[0,1) n [0,1)

2= O(Dn I p) as n-+oo.

The last remainder term may be handled by integrating by parts and using

Assumption A. Thus,

IR21< Dn J Il (G>.(s,r) O(r))ldr= O(Dnl p)
[0,1) r

Finally, note that by the choice of >'n, for p=~ , (Dnl p4)-+O as n-+oo. 0

Section 5 Exponential bounds on the Green's function.

The main result in this article depends on Assumption A. This condition is verified for

the case when m=1 and we discuss the symbolic computation of G>. for the case m=2. Both

of these calculations are done, however, under the assumption that F is the uniform

distribution function. This section ends by extending the results for the uniform case when

m=1 to all strictly positive, continuously differentiable densities.

When the roughness penalty depends on the first derivative (m=l) it is possible to

derive a fairly simple expression for the Green's function, G>.. This integral kernel will be the
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solution of

subject to the natural boundary conditions

isG,A(O,t)= isG,A(l,t)=O,

and continuity conditions

and

Setting p=~, the solution has the form

s<t

s~t

Note that by symmetry G,A(t,r)=G,A(t,s) and also G,A(t,r)= G,A(l-s,l-t). Thus it is

sufficient to find just .,pl. Solving for the coefficients yields

-t/ p

al(t) 2p(1-8(t»'

where

8(t)= e-2t/ p _ w(t)(e -2(1-t)/ p -1),

Therefore, for s:::;t

It is tedious, but straight forward to verify that G,A given above satisfies parts (1.6), (1.7) and

(1.8) of Assumption A. The mixed partial does not exist when t=r and so it is necessary to

consider (1.9). Right and left derivatives with respect to t do exist for (a/{h)G,A when t=r,
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however, and the difference between these two functions is uniformly bounded. These

properties along with (1.8) imply (1.9). Since G A is a symmetric function of t and T (1.9) will

also hold with the roles of t and T interchanged:

(5.0) ddT J (gtGA(t,T))h(t)dt <
[0,1]

This version will be needed in the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Calculating the Green's function for the case when m=2 involves much more algebra.

For example, there are eight linear equations of coefficients that need to be solved rather than

four. For this reason a symbol manipulation program was used to calculate GA' A

MACSYMA batch program is included in the Appendix and the reader is referred to Nychka

(1985) for more details on the form of this expression. From this expression, however, one

may show that Assumption A holds. In this case the mixed partial exists for all t and T and

thus one can omit verifying (1.9).

The two Green's functions described above are limited to the case when the marginal

distribution of {tk } converges to a uniform distribution. In general, the Green's function

associated with the differential operator A( _D2 )m + f and domain ':Dm is much more difficult

to derive. An alternative approach is to use the form of G A for a uniform density to infer some

of the properties of more general Green's functions. Restricting attention to the case when

m=l, we show that Assumption A will also hold for the class of densities described in Section

1. This result is the content of the following theorem and is based on an inductive argument

similar to that given in the proof of Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 5.1 Let f be a continuously differentiable, strictly positive density function. Let

ILf = - AD2 + f with domain ':D1 and take G A,f to denote the corresponding Green's function.

Let

where
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For any (>0, ifw=2K(p( < 1 and p<o: then G A f will satisfy Assumption A provided that K,
is replaced by K,82/(1-w) and 0: is replaced by 0:,81'

Before giving the proof of this theorem it will be helpful to present a transformation

that relates ILf to ILl' Let

f(t)= J~ ,(w) dw .

Note that f is a 1-1 differentiable map of [0,1) onto itself. Now suppose that h solves ILf h=g

for some gEL2[0, 1]. If q is a function satisfying q(f(t»=h(t) then from the chain rule for

differentiation it follows that

(5.1)

with

q'(O)=q'(l)=O

Thus if HA(u,v) is the Green's function associated with the differential operator tP11L1 + AtP2D

and domain ~1 then

In this way bounds on G A f may be inferred from bounds on HA. This later kernel is easier to,
analyze because it is involves ILl'

Proof of Theorem 5.1 First we derive bounds on the integral kernel HA associated with the

integral operator (tP11L1 + AtP2Dr1. To simplify notation set G=lLi1. Letting

A=G(tP2/ tP1)D then at least in a formal sense
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This expansion will be justified through the following analysis of the operators (-XA)II G.

Let R Adenote the integral kernel associated with (-XA\tG. It will be argued that for

all II~O and u,vE[O,I]

(5.3)

Clearly if (5.3) is true then the series expansion of (I+-XA)-IG is valid.

Suppose that (5.3) holds for some 1I=J.t.

Applying the first inequality in Lemma 3.2,

Clearly (5.3) holds when 11=1 and thus by induction (5.3) must hold for all II. Summing these

bounds on the kernels it now follows that

H(u,v) < K/(I-w) (l/t/J
I
(v)) (II pI+f) e -alu-vl I p

or by (5.2),

Now, Ir(t)-f( r)1 <,8Ilt-rl and so

Thus, the first inequality of Assumption A now holds for G -X f given the appropriate,
identifications of the constants K and a and the other parts of Assumption A can be proved

using similar inductive arguments. Note that establishing (1.9) will depend on the bound at

(5.0). 0

This section ends by discussing some modifications to Theorem 5.1. Although this
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paper does not focus on approximations to the shape of w(. , .) the proof of this theorem does

yield some insight into an approximation based on the Green's function for uniform densities.

If one restricts attention to t,r such If(t)-f( r)l~ Mp then one may apply the second

inequality of Lemma 3.1 (rather than the first) at line (5.3). This second inequality eliminates

a factor of (1/ p) and implies that R II for 11>0 is of higher order than RO' The final result is

that

where C= (M+1/a) K,81/(1-w). Thus by a judicious transformation of t, Gf,A may,
approximated locally by using the Green's function from a uniform density. Note that when

t-r is small f(t)-f( r)~(t-rh(t) = (t-r) t/ 2(t). This rescaling agrees with Silverman's

results and implies a variable amount of smoothing where the local bandwidth is proportional

to t/ 2(t).

The extension of Theorem 5.1 to higher order Green's functions has the same general

form as that in the proof given above. The correct choice for "y involves replacing the exponent

1/2 by 1/2m. It will be necessary to assume that f has 2m-1 continuous derivatives along

with some boundary conditions that guarantee that q will be in "1J m . Like the case for m=l a

change of variables based on f will yield a differential operator with '!/J111.... 1 as the first term

plus a differential operator of order 2m -1. This second operator will be more complicated but

can be handled using the same techniques given above. The proof will require that the Green's

function for the uniform density satisfy Assumption A. In addition, one will need exponential

bounds similar to those at (1.7) for the partials (all /OSIl)G,A 1~1I~(2m-1) and a bound similar

to (5.0) to bound the derivative of

ddr J (all /ot ll G,A(t,r)) h(t)dt.

[0,1]
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